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Rheticus Uses Hexagon Smart M.App Technology to Build and Deploy Geoinformation Services

Planetek Italia Uses Hexagon Smart M.App Technology to Build
and Deploy Geoinformation Services
Rheticus® Provides Dynamic and Continuous Monitoring Service

16 June 2017
Las Vegas, Nevada, June 16, 2017 – Hexagon Geospatial partner Planetek Italia is using the power of the Hexagon Smart M.App to build and deploy Rheticus®, a cloud-based platform
that delivers automatic geo-information services, designed to provide accurate data and up-to-date information about our changing world.
Based on M.App Enterprise from Hexagon Geospatial, the Rheticus geoinformation service uses a series of industry-focused Hexagon Smart M.Apps to deliver timely and accurate
information to professionals and decision makers for their operations. Whether monitoring vertical displacement on the ground to identify potential problems in water and sewage
pipelines or keeping track of coastal seawater quality, the Smart M.Apps delivered by Rheticus provide industry-focused answers and present information in a visual and compelling way.
“We are excited to cooperate with our international partners of Hexagon Geospatial,” said Massimo Zotti, Head of Government & Security SBU at Planetek Italia. “Through the integration
of Hexagon Smart M.Apps and the Rheticus monitoring services, we can offer insightful analytics and dynamic maps to users worldwide.”
When seeking the ideal way to distribute and deploy these game-changing Smart M.Apps, Planetek chose M.App Enterprise. Part of the Smart M.App ecosystem, M.App Enterprise
provides an on-premises platform for creating and deploying Smart M.Apps. It combines the power of geospatial analytics, workflows, rich web and mobile clients with a state-of-the-art
user interface. These targeted, lightweight, and dynamic apps provide answers and actionable information to users.
“Our partner Planetek has made innovative use of the Hexagon Smart M.App platform,” said Hexagon Geospatial President Mladen Stojic. “By utilizing the M.App Enterprise platform to
build their Smart M.Apps, connecting them to a steady data source, and delivering them via the cloud, they have begun to create truly dynamic information services. I look forward to
seeing the expanding catalog of services they create on the M.App Enterprise platform.”
The Rheticus geoinformation service and the Network Alert Smart M.App will be featured in the Continuous Monitoring of Ground Surface Displacement and Infrastructures with Satellite
Imagery breakout session presented by Massimo Zotti at HxGN LIVE in Las Vegas on June 14, 2017.
For more information or to see Rheticus in action, please visit http://www.rheticus.eu.

About Plantek Italia
Planetek Italia is an Italian company specialised in Earth observation, Space solutions and Geoservices. The company provides solutions to exploit the value of geospatial data through
all phases of data life cycle from acquisition, storage, management up to analysis and sharing. Planetek Italia operates in many application areas ranging from environmental and land
monitoring to open-government and smart cities, and including defence and security, as well as scientific missions and planetary exploration. As the Italian Hexagon Geospatial Premium
Partner, Planetek Italia has a strong expertise in Hexagon Geospatial and SaaS technologies, to support customers with customized or cloud-based solutions and with designed training
courses. For more information visit www.planetek.it.

About Hexagon Geospatial
Hexagon Geospatial helps you make sense of the dynamically changing world. Hexagon Geospatial provides the software products and platforms to a large variety of customers through
direct sales, channel partners and other Hexagon businesses. For more information, visit www.hexagongeospatial.com.
Hexagon Geospatial is a part of Hexagon, a leading global provider of information technologies that drive quality and productivity improvements across geospatial and industrial
enterprise applications.
Hexagon’s solutions integrate sensors, software, domain knowledge and customer workflows into intelligent information ecosystems that deliver actionable information. They are used in
a broad range of vital industries.
Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has more than 16,000 employees in 46 countries and net sales of approximately 3.4bn USD. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us
@HexagonAB.
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